
PANDA POWER: 

MATERIALS: 

1. 1 ½ sheets A4 black cover paper 

2. 1 panda “limbs” template 

3. 2 large 23cm paper plates 

4. Scissors, glue, stapler 

5. 1 x A5 green cover paper 

6. 1 x A5 yellow / brown cover paper 

7. Portfolio pastels – tan & green 

8. Joggle eyes – optional 

9. Black Prockey marker 

10. Bamboo skewer 

11. Multiple copies of the panda images for sharing 

  

PROCEDURE: 

1. Photocopy the panda body template on black cover paper, (yes it DOES work 

on black!!!), or run off the template onto white paper and cut out shapes. 

Place these shapes onto the A4 black cover paper and trace around them and 

cut them out. 

2. Students cut out all the shapes and then cut another ear, eye and arm from 

the remaining black paper. 

3. Trim the “head” paper plate according to the diagram. 

4. Using the panda image as a guide, glue the ears, eyes, eye balls and nose 

onto one of the face. 

5. With the black marker add the nose line and the mouth. 

6. With the black marker, colour in the two small eyeballs leaving a little white 

showing. 

7. Staple the two arms to the top of the “body” plate. 

8. Staple the head to the body, slightly covering the black arms. 



9. Add a black belly button! 

10. Glue or staple the large leg to the front of the body so that it looks like he is 

sitting down. See artwork. 

11. Glue the small leg to the back of the body so that it looks like he is sitting 

down. See artwork. 

12. For the bamboo, fold the yellow or brown cover paper in half vertically twice. 

(This will give you 4 segments of bamboo!). Trace around the shape and cut 

out. 

13. Glue the 4 shapes together and when dry draw a fine line over each join with 

a tan dry pastel. Smudge slightly. 

14. To create a 3D appearance, smudge some tan dry pastel down the left side of 

the bamboo. 

15. Fold the green cover paper in half vertically twice and cut about 6 long leaves. 

16. Smudge some green pastel on each leaf and glue to the top of the bamboo. 

17. Glue the bamboo in the paw of the panda. 

18. Cut out the flag and colour it in red with gold stars. Attach a skewer to the flag 

and glue it so that the bear is holding it too! 

  

OPTIONS:    

1. Use felt or fur fabric instead of black cover paper. 

2. Use joggle eyes instead of paper eyes. 

3. Use real bamboo leaves or the panda to hold! 

 

 



 

 

 


